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What Did We Know Before ASCO 2014?
Recent advances in the treatment of locally advanced 
pancreatic cancer have demonstrated modest 
improvements in outcomes. A role for concurrent 
chemoradiation was established in the Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group (ECOG) 4201 study [1]. Despite low 
accrual, there was a small yet significant median survival 
benefit with gemcitabine chemoradiation compared to 
gemcitabine alone (11 versus 9.2 months, respectively). 
Retrospective and phase II studies summarized in Table 1 
have shown a further survival benefit with chemoradiation 
after induction chemotherapy is used to exclude those 
patients with early distant failure.

What Did We Learn at ASCO 2014?
Impact of Chemoradiotherapy (CRT) on Local Control and 
Time Without Treatment in Patients With Locally Advanced 
Pancreatic Cancer (LAPC) Included in the International 
Phase III LAP 07 Study.

The GERCOR LAP 07 phase III study employed a 2x2 
randomization to evaluate the benefit of chemoradiation 
after 4 months of induction gemcitabine, and also the 
benefit of adding erlotinib to the treatment regimen 
(Figure 1). Overall survival results were presented at 
2013 ASCO Annual Meeting. At 3 years median follow up, 
median survival was equivalent in the chemotherapy arms 
compared to the chemoradiation arms (16.5 versus 15.3 

months, respectively; p=0.8). Further analysis presented 
at this year’s ASCO meeting demonstrated a trend 
towards improved progression free survival with CRT vs. 
chemotherapy (p=0.055), and a significant local control 
benefit with CRT. Local progression was reduced by nearly 
50% with CRT compared to chemotherapy alone, from 
65% to 34% (p<0.0001). Tumor progression occurred in 
87% of patients, and one third of these patients (34%) had 
local progression only. Isolated local disease as the first 
site of progression was significantly reduced with CRT 
vs. chemo (32 vs. 46%, p = 0.035). Improved local control 
correlated with a significantly prolonged treatment-free 
interval of 5.3 months after CRT compared to 3.2 months 
(p=0.05).

Impact Of Gemcitabine (Gem)- or Capecitabine (Cape)-
Based Chemoradiation (CRT) on Health-Related Quality of 
Life (HRQL) in Patients With Locally Advanced Pancreatic 
Cancer (LAPC): Outcomes from the Randomized Phase II 
SCALOP Trial.

The SCALOP trial randomized patients to 50.4 Gy of 
conformal radiation to a margin around the primary 
tumor and involved nodes with concurrent gemcitabine 
or capecitabine. Median overall survival was superior 
by 2 months in the capecitabine arm (15.2 vs. 13.4 
months, p=0.01), and grade 3-4 hematologic toxicity was 
significantly lower. Quality of life was assessed at baseline, 
after induction therapy, after CRT, and at 3 weeks and 4 
months post-CRT. Patient reported quality of life was 
significantly better immediately post-CRT compared to 
pre-CRT in terms of fatigue, cognitive function, xerostomia, 
and bloating. By 3 weeks and 4 months post-treatment, 
only cognitive function and xerostomia differed in quality 
of life assessments.

Prognosis Model for Overall Survival in Locally Advanced 
Pancreatic Cancer (LAPC): An Ancillary Study of the LAP 07 Trial

Vernerey et al. evaluated 35 clinicopathologic factors in 
the LAPC patients enrolled in the LAP 07 trial, and used 

ABSTRACT
Twenty-five percent of patients with pancreatic cancer present with locally advanced disease that is unresectable, and the treatment 
strategy for these patients is controversial, with options including chemotherapy alone, concurrent chemoradiation, or induction 
chemotherapy followed by chemoradiation. Abstracts presented at the 2014 American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) Annual Meeting 
(#4001, #4126, and #4024) addressed local control, quality of life, and prognostic factors associated with current regimens of induction 
chemotherapy and subsequent chemoradiation.
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control and time off of treatment are associated with a 
quality of life benefit for the radiation arm. Moreover, the 
local control benefit with CRT, coupled with the previously 
published data suggesting a survival benefit with CRT, 
suggests that induction chemotherapy followed by CRT 
may still be of benefit in LAPC if distant disease control can 
be improved with superior systemic regimens.

Controversy remains regarding the optimal concurrent 
systemic agent with radiation. The SCALOP trial 
demonstrates improved survival outcomes with 
capecitabine, but the dose of gemcitabine was half of what 
was prescribed in the ECOG 4201 study [1]. The inferior 
quality of life reported with concurrent gemcitabine as 
opposed to capecitabine is surprising, as rates of grade 3-4 
toxicity, and quality of life measurements were equivalent 
with concurrent gemcitabine and radiation compared 
to gemcitabine alone in the ECOG study. There was a 
non-significant trend towards improved progression-
free survival on the Cape-CRT arm, and the quality of life 
benefit may be a reflection of delayed tumor progression 
and prolonged time to salvage therapy.

statistical modeling to define a prognostic score which 
classifies patients into three risk groups with median OS 
ranging from 18.8 months in the low risk group to 11.8 
months in the high risk group. Age, pain, albumin level, 
and tumor size were identified as independent predictors 
of overall survival.

Discussion
The role of CRT in the treatment of LAPC remains 
controversial. Despite promising results in retrospective 
and phase II studies, the phase III LAP 07 trial did not 
show a survival benefit with CRT following induction 
chemotherapy, compared to continued systemic therapy. 
This lack of survival benefit may be a result of inferior 
induction chemotherapy, as both FOLFIRINOX and nab-
paclitaxel have been shown to significantly improve overall 
survival in metastatic disease compared to gemcitabine 
alone in the phase III trial published by Conroy et al. 
[10], and the MPACT trial [11]. Data from the LAP 07 trial 
presented at ASCO 2014 indicates that CRT improves local 
control. Quality of life data from this trial has not been 
presented, but it will be interesting to see if improved local 
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Figure 1. Design of the GERCOR LAP 07 Study.

Study Study Type No. of Pts Treatment Median Survival
GERCOR
Huguet et al., 2007[2] Retrospective 181 Gem-based chemo → 55 Gy with

5-FU vs. Gem-based chemo alone 15 vs. 11.7 months (p=0.0009)

MDACC
Krishnan et al., 2007[3] Retrospective 323 Gem based chemo → CRT with 30 Gy (most pts) with Gem 

or Cape or 5-FU vs. CRT alone 11.9 vs 8.5 months (p<0.001)

Schneider et al., 2005[4] Phase II 23 Gem / Cisplatin → 50.4 Gy with Cape 12.8 months
Mishra et al., 2005[5] Phase II 20 Irinotecan / Gem → 50.4 Gy with Gem 9.6 months
Ko et al., 2007[6] Phase II 25 Gem / Cisplatin → 50.4 Gy with Cape 17 months
Moureau-Zabotto et al., 2008[7] Phase II 59 GEMOX → 55 Gy with 5-FU / Oxali 12.6 months
Crane et al., 2011[8] Phase II 69 Gem / Oxali / Cetuximab → 50.4 Gy with Cape / Cetuximab 19.2 months

Mukherjee et al., 2013[9] Phase II 74 Gem / Cape → 50.4 Gy with Gem or Cape 15.2 (Cape arm) vs 13.4 months 
(Gem arm)

Table 1. Select studies of induction chemotherapy followed by chemoradiation.

Chemo,chemotherapy; CRT, chemoradiation; Gem,gemcitabine; Cape, capecitabine; GEMOX, gemcitabine-oxaliplatin; Oxali, oxaliplatin
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The prognostic model proposed from the LAP 07 trial 
highlights the importance of using such models to select 
patients likely to benefit from escalation of therapy. 
Currently, induction chemotherapy is employed to select 
a subset of patients without distant progression that 
would benefit from local therapy with CRT. In the future, 
biomarkers and models such as this one may give up-front 
information about the likely future behavior of the tumor, 
allowing for the selection of patients likely to derive 
an overall survival benefit from intensification of local 
therapy.
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